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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

The workshop “Introducing and Exploring the Applicability of Outcome
Mapping in the MENA Region” was held in Beirut May 21st to 23rd 2007.

The workshop was organized by the Environment and Sustainable
Development Unit (ESDU) of the American University of Beirut (AUB) with
funding from the IDRC

The workshop was meant to lay the cornerstone for mainstreaming
evaluative thinking in general and OM in particular at the MENA level, and to

ESDU i it ff t t b i l “ d ” f OM i MENAempower ESDU in its efforts to become a regional “node” for OM in MENA
and the Arab speaking world

The co‐facilitators of the workshop were Sarah Earl, Senior Program Officer
at the Evaluation Unit of IDRC and Ziad Moussa Officer in charge of Capacityat the Evaluation Unit of IDRC and Ziad Moussa, Officer in charge of Capacity
Development and Outreach at ESDU

The initial workshop design accounted for 4 full days of training. Emerging
security concerns in Lebanon as the workshop was unfolding forced thesecurity concerns in Lebanon as the workshop was unfolding forced the
organizers to condense the workshop material over 3 days and to repatriate
all non‐Lebanese participants on the next available planes.



Synergies with OM Africa workshop in CairoSynergies with OM Africa workshop in CairoSynergies with OM Africa workshop in CairoSynergies with OM Africa workshop in Cairo

The Beirut workshop was held immediately following another workshop on
OM which was organized in Cairo May 13‐17, 2007. The Cairo workshop was
a classical introductory training on OM and was attended by IDRC partners
and development practitioners from Africa and the MENA region.

Th k h i d b h E l i U i f IDRC dThe workshop was organized by the Evaluation Unit of IDRC to accommodate
mainly the long waiting list which signed‐up for the “OM Africa” training
course which was held in South Africa during January 2007. Nevertheless, the
choice of Cairo at the junction between Africa and MENA offered a privilegedchoice of Cairo at the junction between Africa and MENA offered a privileged
opportunity to give a first crack at mainstreaming OM in MENA and enabled 5
pre‐selected participants for Beirut to get a comprehensive introduction to
OM, together with several Program Officers from the MERO Office of IDRC
and who are expected to become more supportive of OM in the future

The 5 participants who attended the Cairo training were given the
opportunity to co‐facilitate some of the sessions of the Beirut workshop in
order to increase their confidence and ownership and in order to establish a
potential pool of local trainers in OM



Selection of ParticipantsSelection of ParticipantsSelection of ParticipantsSelection of Participants

Special attention was given to the selection of the workshop participants,
especially that the workshop design and its intended outcomes were heavily
centered around the participants’ own contributions and their experiences and
perceptions towards M&E in MENA . The selection was done in three phases:

1 IDRC Program Officers were asked by the Evaluation Unit to nominate1. IDRC Program Officers were asked by the Evaluation Unit to nominate
potential candidates who fitted the participant profile. 15 nominations
were received and contacted individually. Nine nominees confirmed their
participation, and 5 out of the 9 also took part in the OM Cairo workshop

2. A call for participation based on CV, experience in M&E and commitment
to apply the workshop outcomes in future work was disseminated through
the ESDU mailing list (around 120 national and regional NGO’s,

)International Agencies and Research Bodies). Thirteen expressions of
interest were received and 6 applicants were selected to participate

3. ESDU invited 5 other participants, including one person from IDRC’s Focus
Cities project and the SDC Program Director in the Near EastCities project and the SDC Program Director in the Near East.

The full participants list is provided in Annex 1 of this report



Selection of ParticipantsSelection of Participants –– CriteriaCriteriaSelection of Participants Selection of Participants  Criteria Criteria 

Taking into consideration that the workshop was NOT A TRAINING like others
the Evaluation Unit has offered elsewhere in the world, but rather a
concerted effort to understand and critically analyze the concepts and
processes of OM to assess their relevance for use by development research
and development initiatives (projects programs organizations) in MENA theand development initiatives (projects, programs, organizations) in MENA, the
criteria for selecting participants were set as follows:

1. Interest in planning, monitoring, and evaluation methodology and
processes;processes;

2. Critical thinkers;

3. Mastery of English and Arabic (for discussions of terminology);

4 Interest in promoting participatory evaluation and outcome mapping in4. Interest in promoting participatory evaluation and outcome mapping in
MENA;

Moreover, efforts were made to ensure adequate regional representativity
across MENA (Mashreq Magreb and Egypt) in order to accommodate theacross MENA (Mashreq, Magreb and Egypt) in order to accommodate the
variations in the Arabic dialects as well as the Francophone and Anglophone
influences



Selection of ParticipantsSelection of Participants –– Key figuresKey figuresSelection of Participants Selection of Participants  Key figuresKey figures

The workshop was attended by 24 persons, 19 of which attended the emtire
workshop and 5 other persons attending partially and/or during specific days.

Gender distribution of the participants 

Professional background of the participants 

Years of professional experience of the participants  



Initial Program DesignInitial Program DesignInitial Program DesignInitial Program Design

The program design accounted for 3 different types of sessions: Conceptual
introduction to OM, plenary activities and Arabization & Contextualization
sessions. The design of the program looked as follows:



Revised Program DesignRevised Program DesignRevised Program DesignRevised Program Design

Following two explosions in civilian centers of Beirut, it was decided to
shorten the program and condense it over 3 days. The OM conceptual
overview was cut short on the M&E part, while plenary and Arabization
sessions were held at a slightly faster pace than originally planned.



Workshop MethodologyWorkshop MethodologyWorkshop MethodologyWorkshop Methodology

The workshop followed the classical 3 days design in introducing OM, which
has been tested and delivered in various parts of the world (more
information on www.outcomemapping.ca), and relied on the material used
for the OM workshop which was held in Cairo one week before (May 13‐17,
2007) and which was facilitated by Kaia Ambrose in addition to the two co2007) and which was facilitated by Kaia Ambrose in addition to the two co‐
facilitators of the Beirut workshop (S. Earl and Z. Moussa)

Participants were asked at the beginning of the workshop to introduce
themselves through the “Rivers of Life” exercise which allowed to highlightthemselves through the Rivers of Life exercise which allowed to highlight
their very rich and diverse experience as researchers, development
practitioners and program managers and to set the ground for the
contextualization and arabization discussions.

Methodological sessions on OM were partly co‐facilitated by the participants
who attended the Cairo workshop in order to increase their ownership of the
process and to further assert their mastery of the approach. Practical

i h diff OM i d d l i l fi i iexercises on the different OM steps were introduced along a special fictitious
cases study on water demand management entitled “OM Maghrebistan” and
which was introduced at the beginning of the workshop



Highlights from the Workshop Highlights from the Workshop 
SessionsSessions



Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: g g pg g p
Rivers of LifeRivers of Life

The “Rivers of Life” is an exercise which allows the group to know each other in a more “intimate”
way by sharing important milestones in their lives. In the case of this workshop, the exercise was
instrumental in setting the ground‐rules and giving legitimacy to the discussions, by
demonstrating the magnitude of experiences and backgrounds present in the room and by inciting
everyone to seek synergies in common learning rather than showing/proving what they know.
A calculation of the total years of expertise present in the room revealed that it was 342 years
which corresponds to an average of 19 years of experience per participant



Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: g g pg g p
Vision & MissionVision & Mission

The Vision and Mission afternoon on Day I was instrumental for setting the tone of the workshop.y g p
It also helped participants understand that “embracing OM” implies a certain flexibility of the
mindset, and that there is no clear‐cut right and wrong in OM, provided that we have
methodological coherence and we keep in our mind that we are targeting changes in behavior



Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: g g pg g p
Boundary PartnersBoundary Partners

The Distinctive personalityThe Distinctive personality
of each group can be easily
felt from the way they
conceived and presented
the Boundary Partnersy
exercise.

The exercise also allowed to
stress the “many right ways”
concept in OM, dependingco cept O , depe d g
on the outcomes that we
aim at achieving.

It also helped clarify that
our own (project) definitionour own (project) definition
of our “partners” is the
entry point for planning
and/or monitoring and
evaluating the behavioral
changes of these partners.



Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: Highlights from the Workshop Sessions: g g pg g p
Progress Markers Progress Markers et alet al

As mentioned earlier in this report Steps 1 to 7 of the
intentional design stage could be covered adequately at the
expense of the remaining M&E steps and the various forms ofexpense of the remaining M&E steps and the various forms of
journaling that OM uses. Participants were provided with the
full OM plan of the Nagaland project and were asked to draw
examples for the remaining steps, and most particularly the
journals part from this examplejournals part from this example
TheThe participantsparticipants likedliked aa lotlot thethe strategystrategy mapmap exerciseexercise andand
wishedwished therethere waswas moremore ofof thisthis “learning“learning byby doing”doing” typetype ofof
examplesexamples..



Contextualization and Contextualization and ArabizationArabization
SessionsSessions



Contextualization &Contextualization & ArabizationArabization SessionsSessionsContextualization & Contextualization & ArabizationArabization SessionsSessions

A “contextualization and arabization” session was held during each of the
three days of the workshop in order to discuss how the workshop outcomes
could be integrated in the broader M&E framework in the MENA region and
to discuss the potential added value and synergies that OM could bring to the
M&E i MENAM&E scene in MENA.

The first session questioned the way M&E is conceived and practiced the
MENA region, and what would be the challenges for addressing the current
shortfallsshortfalls.

The second session tried to generate a matching Arabic terminology for
OM, based on the multiple regional, linguistic and professional perspectives
of the workshop participantsof the workshop participants

The third session discussed the way forward and how OM could be
introduced and mainstreamed in the MENA region and what could we do as a
group to enhance the processg p p



Contextualization Session Day I                     Contextualization Session Day I                     
How M&E is understood in the MENA region?How M&E is understood in the MENA region?

The first contextualization and arabization session questioned the way M&E
is conceived and practiced in the MENA region.

The discussion was structured around five inter‐connected probing questions:

The debate was originally scheduled for 90 minutes, but ended‐up extending
ll 2 hwell over 2 hours.



Contextualization Session Day I Contextualization Session Day I 
1. Main Challenges facing M&E in MENA1. Main Challenges facing M&E in MENA

Regarding the main challenges faced by M&E in the MENA region,g g g y g ,
participants deplored the absenceabsence ofof anan M&EM&E culture,culture, which is organically
linkedlinked toto thethe institutionalinstitutional andand governancegovernance problemsproblems thatthat thethe regionregion facesfaces in
general (top‐bottom decision making system, favoritism, pre‐determined
intervention agendas, lack of proper participatory processes if any, …)

This is translated into weakweak stakeholderstakeholder accountabilityaccountability, which reflects in turn
into a lack of proper monitoring – and subsequently evaluation – processes at
th j t d l l P ti i t l t d th i fthe project and program levels. Participants also noted the omnipresence of a
hierarchicalhierarchical cultureculture which privileges receiving orders rather than asking
questions, and which makes even the most appreciative evaluation attempt
an exercise that is very difficult to achieve.an exercise that is very difficult to achieve.

Participants also noted a lacklack ofof traceabletraceable M&EM&E historyhistory atat thethe levellevel ofof thethe
regionregion, where the emphasis of projects and programs is on outputs rather
than results and outcomes. This translates into weakweak systemssystems forfor generatinggenerating
indigenousindigenous M&EM&E knowledgeknowledge, where evaluation remains a donor driven
external exercise with weak ownership at the local level.



Contextualization Session Day I             Contextualization Session Day I             
1. Main Challenges facing M&E in MENA1. Main Challenges facing M&E in MENA

Another main challenge facing M&E in the MENA region is the lacklack ofofg g g
awarenessawareness aboutabout thethe importanceimportance ofof M&EM&E inin strengtheningstrengthening programprogram
outcomesoutcomes, due to the various factors which hinder the development of M&E
and the existing perception that M&E is mostly an external on‐demand
process.

TheThe wayway participatoryparticipatory developmentdevelopment isis understoodunderstood andand practicedpracticed inin MENAMENA is
yet another challenge to M&E, since proper stakeholder participation would
allo an M&E process to sta connected ith the realit that it is tr ing toallow any M&E process to stay connected with the reality that it is trying to
monitor and evaluate.

In the light of the challenges listed above, the second question is whether we
could hope to change towards a culture of M&E in MENA? All three groupscould hope to change towards a culture of M&E in MENA? All three groups
answered with a cautious YES and determined four enabling factors/entry
points for it to happen:

M&EM&E shouldshould bebe promotedpromoted underunder itsits positivepositive andand appreciativeappreciative dimensionsdimensionsM&EM&E shouldshould bebe promotedpromoted underunder itsits positivepositive andand appreciativeappreciative dimensionsdimensions
as the MENA region is not in need of (yet another) quantitative audit‐based
methods



Contextualization Session Day I                     Contextualization Session Day I                     
2. Towards an M&E culture in MENA?2. Towards an M&E culture in MENA?

DonorsDonors influenceinfluence is very important in mainstreaming M&E as an essential
project management tool. The widespread use of logframes as a planning
and management tool across MENA is an example that donor influence can
achieve impact in promoting the use of a particular method or tool

PublicPublic accountabilityaccountability needsneeds toto bebe significantlysignificantly increasedincreased in a concerted
effort of concerned stakeholders at various levels in a way that would give
“legitimacy” to the existence of this M&E culture

M&EM&E titititi dd tt ii dibilitdibilit dd tt b h iM&EM&E practitionerspractitioners needneed toto gaingain credibilitycredibility andand momentummomentum by sharing
experiences and promoting best practices, and by building a pool of
knowledge and expertise pertinent to the MENA region. This can be achieved
by putting more effort in networking, addressing program managers andby putting more effort in networking, addressing program managers and
policy makers and by adapting the existing pool of knowledge to the existing
MENA needs and pre‐conditions (much like what is done in this workshop)



Contextualization Session Day I             Contextualization Session Day I             
3. Added Value of Integrating M&E3. Added Value of Integrating M&E

The added value for changing towards an M&E culture in the MENA regiong g g
according to the workshop debates could reflect in:

BetterBetter programprogram implementationimplementation andand betterbetter projectproject performanceperformance, adapted
to specific conditions and that allows iterative learning an re‐design

EnhancedEnhanced stakeholdersstakeholders participationparticipation as a result of an increased ownership
of program processes and outcomes

QualityQuality orientedoriented thinkingthinking by privileging critical thinking and learning from
successes and failures

BetterBetter efficiencyefficiency in the use of available resources and moremore efficientefficient
replicabilityreplicability by capitalizing on previous learnings

IncreasedIncreased transparencytransparency andand accountabilityaccountability for both projects and
beneficiaries which would in turn result in a more targeted development

IncreasedIncreased sustainabilitysustainability ofof projectsprojects by maximizing impacts and benefits

SustainableSustainable changechange inin attitudesattitudes andand organizationalorganizational perceptionsperceptions which
would reflect in a better project/program performance



Contextualization Session Day I                     Contextualization Session Day I                     
4. Major Constraints facing M&E Integration4. Major Constraints facing M&E Integration

As to the major constraints which could be envisaged towards this change,
answers came as follows:

DonorsDonors wouldwould continuecontinue imposingimposing staticstatic programsprograms withwith prepre‐‐determineddetermined
resultsresults as it has always been the case in MENA

UnwillingnessUnwillingness toto taketake actionsactions againstagainst shortcomingsshortcomings andand failuresfailures at various
levels due to the lack of accountability

TheThe limitedlimited numbernumber ofof professionalprofessional evaluatorsevaluators available on the circuit that
limits the experience and knowledge on evaluation to a restricted circle of
“usual suspects”

LimitedLimited andand restrictedrestricted resourcesresources toto evaluationevaluation that can be observed widely
i th j t h th ti i t i l d Th i f IDRC iin the projects where the participants are involved. The experience of IDRC in
earmarking 3‐5% of the total project budget for evaluation was highly praised

The lacklack ofof trainingtraining andand referencereference materialmaterial onon evaluationevaluation inin ArabicArabic

ThTh l kl k ff l til ti f kf k tt thth l il i l ll l P ti i tTheThe lacklack ofof evaluationevaluation frameworksframeworks atat thethe planningplanning levellevel. Participants
observed that many frameworks are available for project cycle management
while evaluation frameworks are somehow limited.



Contextualization Session Day I                     Contextualization Session Day I                     
4. More Constraints facing M&E integration4. More Constraints facing M&E integration

Othermajor constraints that could be envisaged towards this change, were:

ShortShort projectproject cyclescycles with a pressing need to demonstrate results in a short
period of time, which marginalizes evaluation due to time (but also budget
constraints)

d ld l ll d d l h dTraditionalTraditional managementmanagement stylesstyles and traditional managers who do not
believe in the added value of evaluation.

TheThe lacklack ofof anan enablingenabling politicalpolitical environmentenvironment and political interference in
every aspect of project management including evaluationevery aspect of project management, including evaluation

LackLack ofof properproper participatoryparticipatory processesprocesses that make evaluation uni‐
dimensional and heavily biased to those who have a say in it.

LackLack ofof strategicstrategic planningplanning thro gh hich e al ation co ld be foreseen as aLackLack ofof strategicstrategic planningplanning through which evaluation could be foreseen as a
milestone that is as important as other project management steps

LackLack ofof knowledgeknowledge andand capacitycapacity onon evaluationevaluation methodsmethods andand toolstools, which
should be addressed first if we are aiming for a sustainable changeshould be addressed first if we are aiming for a sustainable change

ResistanceResistance toto change,change, which is specially valid in MENA region is heavily
anchored in tradition and administrative inertia



Contextualization Session Day I     Contextualization Session Day I     
5. Enabling Factors for Changing towards M&E5. Enabling Factors for Changing towards M&E

As to the enabling factors for changing towards a culture of M&E in the
MENA region, some of the ideas that were provided were:

AA‐‐ onon thethe programprogram levellevel

Applying a more flexible and outcomesoutcomes orientedoriented planningplanning, and which goes
beyond outputs and immediate results

PromotingPromoting aa truetrue stakeholdersstakeholders participationparticipation (moving from beneficiaries to
partners, including planning, monitoring and evaluation)

Development practitioners acting as “AgentsAgents ofof ChangeChange” and embracing
the complexity that is linked to change

Making of evaluation an explicitexplicit donordonor requirementrequirement for all the projects

BB‐‐ onon thethe institutionalinstitutional levellevel

Building advocacyadvocacy momentum amongst NGOs, academia, think‐tanks,
policymakers and media about the added value of participatory M&E

Putting improvedimproved governancegovernance andand policypolicy reformsreforms into practice

EmpoweringEmpowering thethe CivilCivil societysociety on the importance of evaluation



Contextualization Session Day I                     Contextualization Session Day I                     
5 More Enabling Factors for changing towards5 More Enabling Factors for changing towards5. More Enabling Factors for changing towards 5. More Enabling Factors for changing towards 

M&E M&E 
CC‐‐ onon thethe individual/practitionersindividual/practitioners levellevel

BuildBuild capacitiescapacities onon evaluationevaluation toolstools andand techniquestechniques

DevelopDevelop aa properproper understandingunderstanding ofof M&EM&E andand OMOM

WorkWork onon increasingincreasing thethe demanddemand forfor evaluationevaluation by constantly advocating itsWorkWork onon increasingincreasing thethe demanddemand forfor evaluationevaluation by constantly advocating its
importance and added value

ShareShare tooltool boxes,boxes, experiencesexperiences andand expertiseexpertise

BuildBuild aa regionalregional poolpool ofof knowledgeknowledge andand expertiseexpertise by sharing methods andBuildBuild aa regionalregional poolpool ofof knowledgeknowledge andand expertiseexpertise by sharing methods and
tools and sharing success stories and best practices.



Contextualization Session Day II                     Contextualization Session Day II                     
Generating a Matching Arabic Terminology for OMGenerating a Matching Arabic Terminology for OM

One of the longest – yet most interesting – sessions of the workshop was the
session dedicated to the linguistics discussions.

It took at least 90 minutes to get consensus over a proposed translation for
Outcome Mapping, which was finally decided to be which التغيير أجل من التقييم
translates literally as “Evaluation for Change”.

Participants felt that the notion of “change” was very important for the
MENA context (though some feared that it might be understood as a
h ll t th liti l t d h t d t l dd th dchallenge to the political system and hence suggested to always add the word
“in development” when using the term in public)

Every other term took a great deal of discussion in the light of the many
opinions and the multiple perspectives (Mashreq Maghreb and Egypt)opinions and the multiple perspectives (Mashreq, Maghreb and Egypt)

An innovative approach to reach consensus was applied thanks to DrDr.. AdelAdel AlAl
ZaimZaim from IDRC’s Acacia project, where aa wikiwiki pagepage waswas createdcreated andand fedfed inin
realreal timetime withwith thethe suggestionssuggestions ofof thethe participantsparticipants. Suggestions that got therealreal timetime withwith thethe suggestionssuggestions ofof thethe participantsparticipants. Suggestions that got the
highest number of favorable opinions were written in larger fonts and the
one that was closest to consensus was written in red.



Contextualization Session Day II                     Contextualization Session Day II                     
Generating a Matching Arabic Terminology for OMGenerating a Matching Arabic Terminology for OM

The advantage of this wiki method is that it accommodates the opinions on
everybody, but it also allows other persons who were not in the workshop to
access it and have their say by accessing it online.

With this newly acquired terminology at hand, it will be possible to translate
a wealth of OM material into Arabic in the future

The wiki can be accessed on the following coordinates:

www.outcome.pbwiki.comwww.outcome.pbwiki.com

Username:Username: outcomeoutcome

Password:Password: mappingmapping



Contextualization Session Day II                     Contextualization Session Day II                     
How our Wiki page looks likeHow our Wiki page looks like

This is only 
a collage… 
Check out 
the Wiki 
page itself 
if you want 
to knowto know 
how the 
real thing 
looks like 
or if you 
feel 

inspired to 
contributecontribute 
☺



Contextualization Session Day III Contextualization Session Day III 
1. Strengths for Applying OM in MENA1. Strengths for Applying OM in MENA

The third contextualization session discussed the way forward and was
structured around 3 guiding questions:

1. What are the strengths for applying OM in the MENA region?
2. What could be the constraints to be envisaged when applying OM in

MENA ? dMENA ? and,
3. What can we do as a group to promote OM in the MENA region?

Some of the strengths for applying OM in the MENA which were identified
by the participants are:by the participants are:

OMOM encouragesencourages innovationinnovation and is hence a welcomed addition to more
conventional project management tools

OMOM improvesimproves participationparticipation and would hence consolidate ongoing efforts toOMOM improvesimproves participationparticipation and would hence consolidate ongoing efforts to
promote more participation at the project level in MENA

OMOM hashas aa sequentialsequential logiclogic andand focusesfocuses onon thethe bigbig picturepicture which is an
approach that lacks severely in more conventional evaluation methodsapproach that lacks severely in more conventional evaluation methods

OMOM encouragesencourages toto focusfocus onon behaviorbehavior changeschanges whichwhich isis aa dimensiondimension thatthat
tendstends toto bebe generallygenerally overlookedoverlooked inin MENAMENA



Contextualization Session Day III                     Contextualization Session Day III                     
11. More Strengths for Applying OM in MENA. More Strengths for Applying OM in MENA

Additional strengths for applying OM in the MENA were identified as:

TheThe iterativeiterative naturenature ofof OMOM makes adjustments possible at any stage and
can contribute to a gradual build‐up of experiences and knowledge.

TheThe modularmodular naturenature ofof OMOM makes it possible to apply parts of thep pp y p
methodology if it is not possible to apply the entire approach

OMOM isis “softer”“softer” thanthan otherother moremore rigidrigid M&EM&E systemssystems and has hence more
chances to be mainstreamed.

OMOM cancan bebe adaptedadapted toto differentdifferent systemssystems andand settingssettings ((urban, rural,
research, development, policy, government, etc..)

TheThe integratedintegrated planning/M&Eplanning/M&E naturenature ofof OMOM gives a definite added value
for applying it in MENA, especially when it is feasible to initiate the process as
early as possible in the life of the project

TheThe factfact thatthat therethere isis anan ArabicArabic terminologyterminology inin thethe makingmaking forfor OMOM would
i ifi l h i i i i h MENA i i ll hsignificantly enhance its mainstreaming in the MENA region, especially that
methodological resources in Arabic are very scarce and many practitioners
would feel more comfortable applying Arabized resources



Contextualization Session Day III            Contextualization Session Day III            
2. Constraints for applying OM in MENA2. Constraints for applying OM in MENA

As to the constraints envisaged for applying OM in the MENA which were
identified by the participants, the following can be reported:

FundersFunders wouldwould imposeimpose aa “veto”“veto” onon OMOM because it challenges the way
development in done in MENA. LimitationsLimitations inin timetime andand budgetbudget were
mentioned as well

OMOM isis stillstill underunder developmentdevelopment and hence cannot be promoted before it
gets finalized at the conceptual level

TheThe applicationapplication ofof OMOM mightmight createcreate anan unwantedunwanted confusionconfusion withwith otherother
M&EM&E methodsmethods that are applied in the region

ThereThere isis nono previousprevious historyhistory oror provenproven tracktrack recordrecord ofof OMOM inin thethe regionregion
hi h ld b d i k iwhich could be used as an argument to convince skeptics

CulturalCultural constraintsconstraints which might suggest that OM is not as needed and/or
accepted like other outputs based evaluation methods that are less
challenging to the systemchallenging to the system

TheThe trendtrend inin MENAMENA isis toto applyapply evaluationevaluation onlyonly inin crisiscrisis situationsituation while OM
privileges an iterative and participatory approach to evaluation.



Contextualization Session Day IIIContextualization Session Day III
3. What can we do as a group3. What can we do as a group

As to what could be done as a group to promote and mainstream OM in
MENA, answers came as follows:

Efforts should be made to familiarizefamiliarize donorsdonors withwith OMOM (introductory
brochures, presentation seminars, high visibility events, …). Similar efforts
should also targettarget decisiondecision makersmakers

OfferOffer multimulti‐‐stakeholdersstakeholders orientedoriented OMOM trainingtraining to build a critical mass and
to foster the creationcreation ofof formalformal andand informalinformal OMOM networksnetworks inin MENAMENA

P dP d bli tibli ti dd t dit di b tb t OMOM ii thth MENAMENA iiProduceProduce publicationspublications andand casecase studiesstudies aboutabout OMOM inin thethe MENAMENA regionregion,
preferably in Arabic

ProvideProvide incentivesincentives forfor applyingapplying OMOM in few “pioneer” projects in order to
create a repository of local experiences and local success stories and to allowcreate a repository of local experiences and local success stories and to allow
OM to take‐off in the region

ConductConduct anan aggressiveaggressive “marketing”“marketing” strategystrategy atat thethe regionalregional levellevel and
develop the appropriate “marketing tools” (publications, studies, briefs, …)p pp p g (p , , , )

ConsiderConsider introducingintroducing OMOM modulesmodules inin universityuniversity curriculumcurriculum to increase its
academic legitimacy



Contextualization & Contextualization & ArabizationArabization
The Way Forward  The Way Forward  

The evolutionary trends of evaluation in MENA offer many similarities with
Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) of the post iron curtain era. In a recent
report published by the UNICEF Regional Office for CEE in 2006 (Evaluation
Working Paper #5: New Trends in Development Evaluation), the development
f l ti i CEE t b t ki l l 4 i t t d tof evaluation in CEE seems to be taking place along 4 inter‐connected stages:

1.1. TheThe ExternalExternal PhenomenonPhenomenon stagestage (1991 – 1999) where evaluation is
carried out only by foreign donors and is viewed by staff members of
local organizations as an “external phenomenon ” brought from abroadlocal organizations as an external phenomenon, brought from abroad,
with very little to do with the processes presently at work in the region.

2.2. TheThe InitiationInitiation stagestage (1996 – 2000) which witnessed a growing interest in
evaluation accompanied by rapid dissemination of the information aboutevaluation accompanied by rapid dissemination of the information about
it through training courses.

3.3. TheThe AssimilationAssimilation stagestage (2000 – 2004) where the region’s first professional
organization (IPEN) is created There is an increase in evaluation servicesorganization (IPEN) is created. There is an increase in evaluation services
provided by organizations and independent specialists but very little
local demand for evaluation services
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4. The Implementation stage (2005 – nowadays), which is witnessing a sharp

The Way Forward (2)The Way Forward (2)

increase of the interest in evaluation among governmental and business
organizations in many countries of the region.

The various discussions of the workshop revealed that evaluation in the MENA
region is still somewhere within the “external” stage mostly a donor driven onregion is still somewhere within the “external” stage, mostly a donor driven on‐
demand exercise carried by an elitist few.
OM has evident potentials to be introduced and mainstreamed in MENA, but
efforts should be made to train and empower a critical mass of practitioners andp p
make background and reference material available to them in Arabic
ESDU was encouraged to think along 3 lines of activities:
• Training and capacity development: in order to actively participate at
establishing this critical mass of practitioners
• Publication of material in Arabic (translation of baseline OM literature, as well as
the best practices and success stories from around the world, …) and,
• Assisting in introducing OM on a pilot scale and/or providing backstopping for• Assisting in introducing OM on a pilot scale and/or providing backstopping for
projects and institutions interested in applying the methodology and learning by
doing as it unfolds.
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Workshop Evaluation on Day IWorkshop Evaluation on Day IWorkshop Evaluation on Day IWorkshop Evaluation on Day I

Participants were asked to fill‐inp
the “Mood“Mood Barometer”Barometer” onon DayDay I,I,
which showed that participantsparticipants
werewere quitequite comfortablecomfortable withwith thethe

hh k hk h d dd dwayway thethe workshopworkshop waswas designeddesigned
andand run,run, with the exception of
some logistical arrangements
related to the training roomrelated to the training room
setup and some issues with the
hotel arrangements.
The confidence in mastering OM
at the end of the workshop
could not be measured because
of the premature departure of
th ti i t d ithe participants and serious
disturbances of the schedule



End of Workshop EvaluationEnd of Workshop EvaluationEnd of Workshop EvaluationEnd of Workshop Evaluation

Because the workshop had to be closed in a hurry due to growing securityp y g g y
concerns in Lebanon, the end of workshop evaluation used a built‐in
monitoring tool called the shopping trolley.
Participants were asked to identify on colored cards:

h h l k d d h k hWhat they liked most during the workshop
What they will take with them back home from the workshop
What they prefer to leave behind from the workshop

• The experience gained from facilitators and colleagues
• The Arabization effort
• Interaction with participants from different MENA countries
• The flexibility of OM

What 
Participants 

Liked

The flexibility of OM
• I worry that we need to focus on changing mindset in MENA as a pre‐
condition to behavior influence
• That it is OK to think about behavioral changes and not be embarrassed
in tracking themin tracking them
• Communication, group games and exercises, good food
• The efficient work of the ESDU team under difficult circumstances



End of Workshop EvaluationEnd of Workshop EvaluationEnd of Workshop EvaluationEnd of Workshop Evaluation

• Boundary Partners

What 

y
• Understanding evaluation within the MENA context
•Tracking behavioral changes through OM
• New Arabic terminology
• Dissemination of the know‐how in my network

Participants 
will take with 

them

y
• New Information
• Exchange of experiences
•Learning about a great new tool
• Strategy Maps and Progress Markersgy p g
• The participatory work and the friendly environment
• Terminology for ideas and thoughts I have been dwelling over for a long
period of time. I was able to see the light with OM

• The security tensions Beirut in these sad times

What 
Participants
will leave

• The security tensions, Beirut in these sad times
• The shower in the bathroom of the hotel
• Stress for parking
• MENA is different than other regions
• Plastic cupswill leave 

behind
• Plastic cups
• Stress and hurry
• Nothing (4 answers)
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